The Integrated Design Process

Preparation for the project can be led by many players but generally comes from the user/client who identifies
the need for building on the basis of quantifiable requirements for space and budgetary capacity to undertake
the activity. A needs assessment often accompanies this planning activity—it can describe existing space use;
develop realistic estimates of requirements, both spatial and technical; and arrive at a space program around
which design activity can develop. For larger projects, a construction manager or a general contractor may be
engaged at this point.
Once the Pre-design activities are complete, the architect or other prime consultant, in consultation with his
or her team of sub-consultants, may produce initial graphic suggestions for the project or portions of it. Such
suggestions are meant to stimulate thought and discussion, not necessarily to describe the final outcome.
Involvement of sub-consultants is a critical part of the process at this stage - their individual insights made at
this point can prevent costly changes further along in the process. Gradually a design emerges which embodies
the interests and requirements of all participants while also meeting the overall area requirements which the
project budget will have established during Pre-Design activities. The resulting Schematic Designs produced at
this stage show site location and organization, general building shape, space allocation, and an outline
specification which makes an initial list of components and systems to be designed and/or specified for the
final result
Design Development enlarges the scale of consideration—greater detail is developed for all aspects
of the building—the collaborative process continues with the architect providing graphic focus for the
various contributors. Greater detail is considered for all aspects of the building. The conclusion of this
phase is a detailed design on which all players agree and may be asked to sign off.
This summary describes the standard operation of the integrated project team. Such a model is
neither new nor exceptional. But it depends on:
1. Clear and continuous communication
2. Rigorous attention to detail
3. Active collaboration among all team members

—adherence to these principles will assure the best result.
The design of buildings requires the integration of many kinds of information into a synthetic whole. An
integrated process, or "whole building" design process, includes the active and continuing participation of
users, code officials, building technologists, cost consultants, civil engineers, mechanical and electrical
engineers, structural engineers, specifications specialists, and consultants from many specialized fields. The
best buildings result from active, consistent, organized collaboration among all players

The integrated design process enables project team members to work together from the project outset to
develop solutions that have multiple benefits

The Development of Contract Documents involves translating the Design Development information into
formats suitable for pricing, permitting, and construction. No set of contract documents can ever be perfect,
but high quality can be achieved by scrutiny, accountability to the initial program needs by the design team
and the client, along with careful coordination among the technical consultants on the design team.
After the general contractor is selected and during the Construction Phase, the designers and
other members of the team must remain fully involved. Decisions previously made may require
clarification; suppliers' information must be reviewed for compliance with the Contract Documents;
and substitutions must be evaluated. Contract Documents are never perfect—clarifications will be
required. If changes affect the operation of the building, it is especially important that the
user/client be involved. User requirements may change, necessitating changes in the building—
these changes require broad consultation among the consultants and sub-consultants, pricing, and
incorporation into the contract documents and the building.
The design team is responsible for assuring that the building meets the requirements of the
Contract Documents, but the building's success at meeting the requirements of the original
program can be assessed by the construction management team or third parties in a process
known as Commissioning. Here the full range of functions in the building is evaluated and the
design and construction team can be called upon to make changes and adjustments as needed.
After the building is fully operational, it is often useful to conduct a Post-Occupancy Evaluation
to assess how the building meets the original and emerging requirements for its use. Such
information is especially useful when further construction of the same type is contemplated by the
same user. Mistakes can be prevented and successes repeated.
This summary describes the standard operation of the integrated project team. Such a model is
neither new nor exceptional. But it depends on:
1. clear and continuous communication
2. rigorous attention to detail
3. active collaboration among all team members
—adherence to these principles will assure the best result.

B. The Integrated, Multidisciplinary Project Team
Team Members in a process like this may include the following:
The Owner's Representative: this person must speak for the owner and be prepared to devote
the time needed to fully advocate, defend, clarify, and develop the owner's interests. This person
may come from within the organization commissioning the project or may be hired as a consultant.
The Construction Manager: this professional is hired on a fee basis to represent the logistics and
costs of the construction process. This person can be an architect, a general contractor, or
specifically a consulting Construction Manager. It is beneficial for this person to be involved from
the beginning of the project.
The Architect acts as the lead designer in most building projects, coordinating the subconsultants, assuring compliance with the program, and assuring compliance with the budget. In
some cases, the architect hires some or all of the sub-consultants; in larger projects the owner
may contract directly with some or all of them.
The Civil Engineer is essential for understanding the land, soil, and regulatory aspects of any
construction project; early involvement is essential and the civil engineer is frequently hired
directly by the owner in advance of the rest of the design team. The civil engineer prepares his or
her own contract documents and assesses compliance of the work with the contract documents.
The Landscape Architect is often part of the civil engineer's resources, but can also be involved
as an independent consultant. In either case, the landscape architect should be involved early in
the project to assess natural systems, how they will be affected by the project and the best ways to
accommodate the project to those systems.
Consulting Structural, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineers can be engaged by the architect
as part of his work or, on larger or more complex projects, may be engaged separately by the
owner. They are responsible for the structural, heating, ventilating and air-conditioning and the
power, signal, and illumination aspects of the project. Each produces his or her own portions of the
contract documents and should be involved in assessing their part of the work for compliance with
those documents.
C. Results

The best buildings in history are the result of high degrees of consistency at all levels of their realization.
Hence, Good buildings result from an appreciation by all involved of the importance of formal consistency
throughout the design.
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